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TIle bouadary-layer turbuleace structure Ia a twCMIlmensioui l4-dea compresslo. coraer now was lanldlated experimentally la tbe Prlacetoa Ualnnity 203 x 203-m .. sapenoak blowdow. wlad hlaDel. TIle Iaco__
IDa coadidoDS were M .. -2 .... , R,..II - 6.5 X 10', aad Ie - 16 atm. The results sIIow dlat the maxima.
_ n... turbuleace latensity Is amplified by a fador of abollt 5, wberea tbe _ a IDUI nu lnereua by nab
2 tbrouab compressloa. Probability density fuactioDS (pfd's) 01 the ....... n ... nuctuadODS sIIow dlat Dpstreaa
the dlstribudoDS are Gaulliaa-like aad typical 01 a fully turbaleat bouudary layer. Bebilid the lateractioa,
bowever, the dlstribudoDS are bimodal, ceaterlalabout a level btdIc:adn of the freatream IDUI nux altdalower
level Indlcadn of tbe mass nUll near tbe wal" The uastndy
motloa does DOt appear to coatrlba.,
ulafteaatly to the turbuleace ampllfteatloa. It Is suUested tbat the stroal. bimodal millIal Indicated Ia the pdrs
II probably caused by tbe preseace of larae-scale modoas usoc:Iated wltb the lastabOlly of the lanecdoul
velodty profiles observed dowastream of tbe lateraedoa. Space-dme correlatloas of the IDUI nUll aad waD
pressure were measured. as well as tbe level 01 latermitteacy 01 the bouadary layer to farther characterize tile
cbaales la the bouadary-layer structure tbroulb tbe lateraedo••
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= momentum thickness
= fluid density
= short-time variance
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= constants used for intermittency calculation
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fJ
p

Mach number
rms value
long-time average
fluctuating quantity
wall pressure
Reynolds number
time
stagnation temperature
velocity
distance from comer (positive downstream)
normal distance from wall (both upstream and downstream)
boundary-layer thickness
displacement thickness
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= short-time variance above the boundary layer
= time delay
= power spectrum (f x energy spectrum)
= boundary-layer intermittency

Subscripts
CD
= freestream condition
= stagnation condition
p
= location of wall-pressure measurement
60
= based on the boundary-layer thickness
pU = location of mass-flux measurement
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I. Introduction

T

HE interaction between a shock wave and a turbulent
boundary layer arises in many practical flows and therefore continues to be the subject of considerable research.
Despite this attention, much remains to be understoOd
about these complex interactions, especially for flows with
boundary-layer separation. Experimental studies mostly have
reported the mean-flow properties. More recently, however,
researchers have begun to examine the detailed time-dependent
nature of these flows. This shift of emphasis comes not only
from recent developments in high-frequency measurements
but also from the recognized deficiencies in the current state of
turbulence modeling for supersonic turbulent boundary layers.
While it is realized that conventional turbulence models can
predict attached flows reasonably wen, it is also clear that
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extrapolation of these methods to flows with separation has
not been satisfactory.'-4 This lack of success has provided the
impetus for detailed experiments of shock wave/turbulent
boundary-layer interactions in an effort to develop a better
understandina of these complex flows.
The present investiption considers a separated flow over a
two-dimensional 24-del compression comer at Mach 2.84 as
I. From previous experimentss.., much already is
shown in
known about this particular flow. Shock-induced separation'
alona with wle-scale shock oscillation creates a hiahly unsteady flow.'·' Shadowgrams appeared to show that the shock
near the wall was composed of many subsidiary shocks. It has
since. however, been shown that the illusion is caused by spatial integration of a sinale shock that wrinkles randomly in the
spanwise direction with a wavelenath less than 60.'.1 This wrinklinl appears at a aiven spanwise position as a streamwise
oscillation with an amplitude of order 60 at frequencies around
2 kHz.' The cause for this type of shock instability has been
examined by a number ofreachers and still remains at issue. It
seems reasonable to suppose that the unsteadiness is related to
the larle-scale boundary-layer structures that convect into the
shock from upstream,'·9 and that it is connected with the instantaneous behavior of the separated zone. 10
Previous studies of compression comer flows have demonstrated the dramatic turbulence amplification that takes place
as the incominl layer passes throulh the interaction (see, for
example, Smits and Muck ll ). In addition, Ardonceau l2 and
Ardonceau et aI. 13 found for a Mach 2.25, IS-deg compression
comer flow with separation that a significant amount of enerlY was contained in large-scale structures that passed
through the shock. Interestingly, spanwise statistics suggested
that contrarotating vortices of the Taylor-Gortler type may
emanate from the comer region. '.12 This same phenomenon
was believed to be present in a Mach 2.46 reattaching frcc
shear layer. 14
The previous studies of the 24-deg compression comer flowfield have been confined to investigations of the shock motion
usinl wall-pressure transducers in the regions upstream or in
the vicinity of the comer, leaving the downstream characteristics of the flow essentially unexamined. In the present study,
we focus our attention on the unsteady aspects of the shock
wave and its influence on the turbulence structure of the downstream boundary layer.

Fi,.

Experimental Facility, Test Conditions,
and Instrumentation
The experiment was performed in the Princeton University
203 x 203 mm (S x 8 in.). Mach 3 blowdown wind tunnel as
shown in Fig. 2. The incoming floor boundary layer made a
natural transition to turbulence in the nozzle and developed
along the approximately adiabatic wall of the tunnel. At the
location of the compression comer (1.95 m downstream of the
nozzle throat). the boundary layer was typical of a zero-pressure gradient. fully turbulent boundary layer in equilibrium,
and it obeyed both the law of the wake and law of the wall. 5•15

Po - 0.69 x 10000a (100 pIi)

To-270K
M. - 2.84
Re.11 - 6.5 x 10'/m
ao-26!DID
6" - 6.4 !DID
80 - 1.3 !DID
C/O '"' 0.00115

Its mean flow characteristics are summarized in Table I. For
these conditions. the frccstream turbulence level based on the
mass-flux fluctuations has been recorded at 1-1.5.,..16 The
24-deg compression comer model was 292.1 mm lona. 41.4
mm hiah. and 152.4 mm wide. To improve the flowfield twodimensionality, 6.4-mm-thick aerodynamic fences with a 30deg bevel were screwed to the sides of the model. With the
fences installed. the spacing between the model and the tunnel
sidewall was enough (1S.9 mm) to allow the sidewall boundary
layer to pass by with a minimum of interference.
Measurements of the fluctuatinl wall static pressure along
the tunnel centerline were made using miniature differential
pressure transducers manufactured by Kulite Semiconductor
Inc. (Model XCQ-062-25-D). The pressure sensitive diaphragm is 0.7 mm in diameter and has a natural frequency of
500 kHz, as quoted by the manufacturer. Since the diaphraam
is recessed 1.9 mm beneath the protective screen (which is
mounted flush with the tunnel floor). a standing pressure wave
in the 60-80 kHz frequency range is excited between the diaphragm and the screen. Consequently. the frequency range is
limited to frequencies below approximately 60 kHz. This usable frequency range is suitable because the pressure transducers are used mainly to detect the low-frequency shock
motion.
The constant-temperature hot-wire technique of Smits et
aI." was used to measure the mass-flux fluctuations. The hot
wires were made at the Princeton Gas Dynamics Laboratory.
The active element of the hot wire. the part sensitive to the
mass flux. was 0.S-1.0 mm long. Only hot wires with a frequency response better than 100 kHz were used. provided that
they did not "strain-gage." a term that refers to the high-frequency resonances that are often observed during hot-wire
operation in supersonic flows. II
The high-frequency wall-pressure and mass-flux signals
were amplified. filtered. and digitally sampled at frequencies
up to 1 MHz using a CAMAC TDS210 Waveform Analyzer.
Mean flow quantities were taken at a slower sampling rate
using a Preston Scientific GMAD-4 AID converter. The data
were recorded on magnetic tapes for later data reduction.
which included statistical analysis. spectral analysis of the fluctuating signals. as well as space-time correlations of the wall
pressure and mass flux upstream and downstream of the corner. More details of the experimental procedure were given by
Selig. 19

Results and Discussion
Settles20 was the first to examine this 24-deg compression
corner flow as part of a broad mean-flow survey involving
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several compression corner flows. Of all the two-dimensional
cases studied by Settles, the 24-deg compression corner flow
was extensively surveyed primarily because it displayed a large
resion of shock-induced separation, as shown in the meanflow model given in FlI. I. The boundary layer was found to
separate (in the mean) at x "" - 34 mm and reattach at x '"" II
mm, and tbe maximum height of the separation bubble was
about 6 mm for a boundary-layer thickness of 26 mm. It
should be noted that a variety of boundary-layer thicknesses
have been used for the same flow studied here. For example,
Settles20 found 60 = 21 mm and later cbanged to 60 "" 23 mm.21
More recently, boundary-layer thicknesses of 22, 24, and 28
mm were used. 6.I.%Z These differences reflect not so much a
sliaht change of conditions as a change of opinion as to how
the boundary-layer thickness should be calculated from experimental measurements. As pointed out by Fernholz and Finley ,23 estimates of the boundary-layer thickness in a compressible turbulent boundary layer can be ambiguous, and it is
preferable to use an integral thickness such as the momentum
or displacement thickness as tbe nondimensionalizing length
scale. In some cases, the parameter Rel/60 has been used for
scaling in two-dimensional shock wave/turbulent boundary
layers. 24 In rapidly distorted flows, however, it is not clear that
anyone length scale is useful for scaling purposes, and, to
avoid further confusion, all lengths will be reported without
nondimensionalization.
Wall-Pressure Distrthutioa

The wall-pressure distribution between x = - 8.5 and
- 5S.0 mm was measured upstream of the comer with a 4.2mm spacing between pressUre transducers. The mean wallpressure distribution normalized by the freestream static pressure is shown in Fig. 3, where it is compared with earlier
measurements.'-7 Given that the flow is nominally two-dimensional, the discrepancies are probably within experimental error. We now know that the initial ~ean pressure rise is produced by the unsteady shack that oscillates with an amplitude
of order 60; it is the average of the undisturbed pressure upstream of the moving shock and the higher pressure behind the
shock. With this view, a blgher meaD pressure indicates that
the shock spends more time upstream of that station than a
station with a lower mean pressure. As a result, the rms values
of the wall-pressure fluctuations reaches a peal< just upstream
of the mean separation point (x = -:- 34 mm). The rms valueS
of the wall-pressure fluctuations are presented in Fig. 4, and
these results compare very well with earlier data.'-7
The energy spectra of the wall pressure nondimensionalized
by the square of the local mean pressure is shown in Fig. 5.
When plotted .in this form (linear-los), the sPectra clearly show
the frequencies of the wall pressure that contribute most to the
rms waD-pressure fluctuations shown in FlI. 4. Note that the
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small rise in the spectra between 60 and 80 kHz is nonflow-related and comes from the resonance of the transducer as previously discussed. Between x = - 34 and - 55 mm, the waDpressure fluctuations are clearly dominated by the broadband
low-frequency oscillations of the shock. As discussed in previous studies, the shock is known to oscillate randomly at frequencies below 5 kHz, with a mean between I.S-2 kHz,6 although the distribution is highly skewed and extends up to a
frequency of 10 kHz.9 Fluctuations at frequencies higher than
10 kHz are caused purely by turbulent fluctuations, although
below this frequency there is an overlap between frequencies
assOciated with turbulence and with shock motion. One might
expect that the low-frequency shock unsteadiness would produce low-frequency pressure fluctuations that would convect
downstream into the separated corner region. On the contrary,
immediately behind the shock the low-frequency fluctuations
are small compared with the high-frequency fluctuations that
grow in strength toward the corner.
Mass-Flax Tarbuleace IBteasltJ Profllel

As the boundary layer passes through the unsteady shock
wave and subsequently turns through 24 des, the amplification
of the mass-flux fluctuations is dramatic. To show this effect,
four mass-flux turbulence intensity profiles, one upstream and
three downstream of the interaction, are shown in FlI. 6.
Although the compression increases the freestream mass flux
by a factor of 2.0, the maximum turbulence intensity in the
downstream boundary layer (x = 101.6 mm. not shown) iIlcreases to 4.8 times that of the maximum turbulence intensity
upstream of the interaction (x = - 95.4 mm). In Fia. 7, the
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maximum turbulence intensity ratio (using x = 101.6 mm as
the downstream location) is plotted against the inviscid pressure rise for the present 24-deg case along with the 8, 16, and
2O-deg cases studied by Smits and Muck.1I Ardonceau 12 made
mass-flux measurements by hot-wire anemometry in a
M. a:: 2.25, Re.l/ = 1.1 x 10'/m flow over 8,13, and 18-deg
compression comers corresponding to attached, incipiently
separated, and separated flows, respectively. His results are
plotted in FiS. 7 to show the same trend of increasing turbulence intensity with shock strength. The LDV measurements of
Kunti et aI.2S in aM. = 2.94 flow over 8, 12, 16, 20, and
24-deg compression comers also display the same trend.
Figure 8 shows the maximum amplitude of the unsteady
shock and the range of the unsteady shock motion at the wall
vs the inviscid pressure rise for the 8, 12, 16,20, and 24-deg
cases as determined from the data of Dolling and Or.' The
furthest downstream point of the range of movement of the
unsteady shock motion closely coincides with the mean separation line as determined from surface flow visualization, and it
will be considered as the separation point for the sake of
argument. The almost linear growth of both the maximum
turbulence intensity ratio and the maximum amplitude of the
unsteady shock motion with pressure rise appears to be in
agreement with the conclusions of Refs. 26 and 27 that the

increase in turbulence activity is related to the increasing shock
oscillation. More will be given on this point later. However,
from Fig. 8, it is clear that the turbulence amplification is not
closely related to the size of the separated region; for angles
less than 16 deg there is no separated region at all.
The downstream turbulence intensity proftJes show two
peaks (see Fig. 6). The relatively narrow peak outside the
boundary layer occurs in the unsteady shock region and should
be considered as "false" turbulence since it is produced by the
mass-flux jumps across the unsteady shock. The second peak
is much broader and is located near the middle of the
boundary layer. Figure 9 shows the mean mass-flux profiles
for the same x stations used in Fig. 6. Interestingly, Figs. 6 and
9 show that the peak in the turbulence intensity and the inflection point in the mean mass-flux proftJe happen at approximately the same distance from the wall.
Even more interesting information can be derived from the
probability density functions (pdf's) of the upstream and
downstream mass flux shown in Figs. 10 and II. The upstream
pdf's (Fig. 10) show, as one might expect, Gaussian-like distributions with a mean that gradually increases up through the
boundary layer. In sharp contrast, the downstream pdf's (Fig.
II) center around two distinct mass-flux levels. Referring to
Fig. 11, the mass flux begins to center around O.7SpU. for
y<I1.7 mm, and for y>18.1 mm the mass flux centers
around 2.2pU., which represents the freestream value downstream of the interaction. Betweeny = 11.7 and 18.1 mm, the
pdf's are bimodal, and here the turbulence intensities are
largest. Apparently, the mass flux fluctuates between two distinct levels, one level representative of the freestream behind
the shock and another level representative of the flow very
near the wall. The pdf's for x = 30.5 and 61.0 mm show the
same bimodal shape with the peaks shifted to slightly lower
values closer to the comer. A similar bimodal pdf shape was
found in studying a compressible reattaching shear layer. 21
Two feasible explanations for this behavior can ~ provided.
First, Taylor-Gortler vortices have been suspected to occur in
this type of flow with concave curvature,·,12,14 and this mechanism may be important here. Unsteady contrarotating vor-
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tices can intermittently thrust the high-momentum fluid from
the outer part of the boundary layer down toward the wall.
and vice versa. Secondly. spanwise vortices can produce a
similar type of mixing as they convect downstream. In fact. a
vortex sheet with quasiperiodic roU-up was observed by Ardonceau l2 and appeared to emerge and convect downstream
from the foot of the oscillating shock. For the present 24-deg
compression corner flow, a similar but aperiodic feature was
seen in flow visualization and may be caused by instabilities
associated with the inflectional mean velocity profiles observed downstream of the interaction.
If large-scale Taylor-Ciortler or spanwise vortices are important mechanisms for turbulence amplification, then the turbulence amplification probably would be independent of the unsteady shock and the shock-induced separation and depend
instead on the type and amount of turning or curvature. In
light of this, the role of the uDSteadiness of the shock in producing large tUrbulenCe amplification needs to be more closely
examined. especially since previous work has suggested that
unsteadiness may be an important mechanism. lI ,l6.l7
The energy spectra of the nondimensionalized mass-flux
fluctuations for x = 91.4 rom are shown in Fis. 12. Above the
boundary layer for x = 91.4 mm and)' .. 39 mm, the hot wire

x, - -..., ..

II.' _.

is in the region of the unsteady shock. A typical time history
of the mass flux is shown in Fia. 13. clearly illustratina the
jump in the mass flux across the sbock. At this location. the
spectrum is dominated by frequencies below 6 kHz with a
maximum near 1 kHz, very mucb like tbe wall-pressure spectra
at the foot of the shock. The expectation is that the low-frequency shock oscillations in the freestream would produce
low-frequency fluctuations in the mass flux between the
boundary-layer edge and the shock; however. this is not observed in the spectra. A similar result was found by Debieve
and Lacharmel' in their experimental study of freestream turbulence interacting with an unsteady shock. Their results
showed that the upstream turbulence spectra were very much
like the downstream, even though in the region of the shock a
large amount of low-frequency energy was found in the spectra.
Within the boundary layer. the maxima in the spectra are
located near 10 kHz, which again does not compare with the
low-frequency shock motion. Contrary to this result, Ardonceau et at. 1l found for a separated 18-deg compression comer
two broad peaks in the downstream spectra. One peak closely
resembled the peak observed in the present flow-a high-frequency peak above the dominant unsteady shock frequency
present throughout the boundary level. A second peak appeared near the wall (for y <0.580. where ~ - 8 rom) at low
frequencies believed to be characteristic of the low-frequency
fluctuations of the separated region. No such low-frequency
peak was observed in the present flow. Perhaps these differences are related to the flow regimes that were studied. In the
present study, Re_tl/ was 5.9 times larger, and Rea. was 17
times larger tban tnat of Ardonceau. At least for the flow
studied here, our results support the conclusion made earlier
that the unsteadiness of the shock has little direct impact on
the downstream turbulence.
WaD-PresnreIMass-Flax Correlatlou

Isocontours of the mass-fluxlwall-pressure space-time correlation coefficients are shown for the upstream and downstream boundary layer in Figs. 14 and 15. For both cases, the
hot-wire probe was located at tbe same x station as the wallpressure transducer. [With a small streamwise spacina between
the hot-wire probe and the wall-pressure transducer (separation distances less than about 12.7 mm), similar trends were
observed. I'] Generally, the correlation is low everywhere. Near
the separated zone (for which no figures are given), the cone-
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lation is virtually zero for all y values. Very near the wall,
correlation levels are expected to be higher simply because the
pressure transducer signal arises mainly from near-wall motions (in the absence of wave-like disturbances produced by
tunnel noise and shock motions). 16
Despite the small correlation levels away from the wall,
some comments can be made. Above the boundary layer a
relatively large peak is present (0.30 correlation upstream),
and this decreases by 30.,. downstream. The cospec:tra (not
shown) in the region above the boundary layer show a high
correlation level for frequencies below 3 kHz and practically
no correlation at higher frequencies. Apparently, low-frequency fluctuations in the freestream mass-flux are strongly
correlated with the wall static pressure fluctuations. It seems
therefore that the correlations are dominated by the low-frequency noise in the wind tunnel. Even within most of the
boundary layer, the cospectra show a high correlation level for
frequencies below 3 kHz; however. there is a small level of
correlation at higher frequencies. It seems that in the boundary
layer (away from the near-wall region) the correlation must
largely be due to tunnel noise, but the large-scale boundarylayer structures also make a contribution. Unfortunately,
there is no way to discriminate between the wind-tunnel noise
and the large-scale structures.
Other trends to note for the correlation in the boundary
layer are the following: I) as expected the correlation decreases
with distance from the wall; 2) in contrast to the correlation
outside the boundary layer, the correlation inside the
boundary layer increases downstream; 3) the correlation shows
a peculiar family of peaks; and 4) the time delay for maximum
correlation increases with distance from the wall.
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Then the average of this outer variance was defined by
croCI) =

¥E! (~)

J:

aoC/,.,) dt

(2)

The beginning of the intermittency within the boundary layer
was taken to occur when
(3)

and the ending was given by
0(1,.,) <Klao(.,)

(48)
(4b)

where 0(1,.,) is the short-time variance within the boundary
layer. The intermittency 0 then was defined as the total time of
intermittency divided by the total time T, that is,

BouDdary-Layer Intenai"eacy

A conditional sampling analysis was applied to the massflux signal to detect the intermittent behavior of the outer part
of the boundary layer. A hybrid algorithm for this interface
statistic was developed by combining the VITA techniquelO
and a "threshold level" condition of the mass-flux signal.
Note that in this application the VITA technique was not used
to detect turbulent events within the boundary layer but instead was adapted for turbulent/nonturbulent detection
First, it was necessary to take account of the freestream
turbulence intensity. Hence, the short-time variance of the
mass flux outside the boundary layer was used, and it was
computed according to

X- -1I.'mIII

0=

(ta 1)IT

(S)

The intermittency was not especially sensitive to the massflux threshold constant K 2 • In contrast, KI had to be chosen
carefully. For K2 = 0.7S and., = 24 I's, Fig. 16 shows the variation of the intermittency with KI at a fixed station downstream of the comer. From these results and by inspection of
the individual time histories, KI was selected to be 10, where
the intermittency is nearly independent of K I . Generally, the
same result was found for the upstream boundary layer. The
intermittency of the upstream boundary layer based on these
threshold values is shown in Fig. 17. It appears that the intermittency of the outer edge of the supersonic boundary layer is
less than in the subsonic case, in agreement with the results by
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bimodal, centerina about two distinct levels. one representative of the freestream mass flux and one representation 01 I
lower level found near the wall. The boundary-layer intermittency resulta showed that the frequency of the intermittency
decreased throuab the Interaction, and thia too lUaesta
chan,es in the boundary-layer structure. In li&ht 01 this, the
upstream and the downstream boundary layers must be fundamentally different. Since the mean velocity profiles downstream are inflectional, they may aive rise to spanwiJe "vortices" like those observed in the mWn, layer between two
unequal parallel jetl. 32 Sucb tar,e-sc:ale lateral structure could
produce tbe type of mixina observed. Unsteady streamwise
Taylor-06rtler type vortices also may play an Important role
in bringina low-speed momentum fluid up from the wall and
hiah-speed momentum fluid down from the freestream. Given
tbat the upstream and downstream boundary layers are fundamentally different, it is unlikely that turbulence models that
work successfully for the well-behaved upstream boundary
layer will work equally well for downstream boundary layer.
The different nature of the downstream boundary layer needs
to be taken into account in turbulence modelin, for these
unsteady interaction flows.
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Owen et al. 31 in a hypersonic turbulent boundary layer, although the differences in the present case are rather small. As
for the downstream boundary-layer intermittency (see Fig.
18), the intermittency falls off faster than in the upstream case.
In Fig. 19, the frequency of the intermittency is shown for the
upstream and downstream boundary layers. Interestingly, the
most probable and mean frequencies of the upstream
boundary layer are smaller than the downstream by a factor of
2. It seems clear that the boundary-layer structure changes
sipificantly in passing through the interaction, in a manner
consistent with the appearance of large-scale motions bringing
freestream fluid deep into the boundary level.

ConciusioDS
In this experimental investigation, Ute flow over a 24-deg
compression comer was examined. In agreement with previous
studies, the flow was found to be highly unsteady with random
broadband large-scale shock oscillations at I.S-2 kHz as deduced from wall-pressure spectra at the foot of the shock.
Through the interaction, the maximum mass-flux turbulence
intensity within the boundary layer is amplified by a factor of
about S over that of the upstream level, even though the mean
mass flux increases by only a factor of 2. It has been widely
held that a large fraction of the turbulence amplification is
caused by unsteady sbock motion; bowever, no direct effects
of UDStead)t sbock motion were observed in the downstream
turbulence properties. Furthermore. the shock-wave unsteadiness and the downstream boundary layer do not appear to be
significantly affected by the larae shock-incluced separated region. It was observed that the pdrs of the upstream boundarylayer turbulence are characterized by Gaussian-type distributions, whereas in the downstream boundary layer the pdrs are
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